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Gomo to Milan. One pays a small fee to go on these
roads; there are no side turnings, no bicycles or horse-
vehicles. In fact, it is just one long orgy of "all-out."
The Duke of Laurino has arrived from Venice,
complete with his white plus-fours: the heart-shaped
patches on the knees are said to be due to his kneeling in
devotion at the feet of the lovely Contessas. From all
sides one hears the greeting cry of "Marcello." Fortun-
ately he speaks perfect English, and makes himself
extraordinarily pleasant to everybody, and English
visitors in particular* One can only add that the keynote
of the Italians towards us seems to be "sen^a rancore" as
Mimi said to Rudolfo in the third act ofLaBobtwe.
There is one figure I miss so much here, that of
Commendatore Antonio Scotti, the great baritone.
Mrs. Leslie Gamage, when passing through Naples on
her way to Australia, had called on Scotti in his last
illness.
But he would not see any visitors; perhaps his great
pride was a barrier to allowing even a dear friend to see
him in a state of poverty, which was, unfortunately, the
case* The only memory he wished to remain would be of
himself as the gfand seigpeur of the operatic world,
living in retirement at sunlit Villa d'Este, so proud of his
immaculate Savile Row suits and shoes. And my last
picture of him must be recalled from my previous visit
here;
"What visions do the names Caruso and Scotti
conjure Bpl I have two treasures—gramophone records
of thek duets, fcwnd ia the local shop, and Scotti has
autographed them* When night was falling these
tecotds were put on, with all of us listening by the tofce-
side and every waitet in the hotel horetkg rooad cam

